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Abstract ̶ Due to the growing adoption of BIM and the rising popularity of cloud
computing, BIM models are increasingly stored in central cloud repositories or Common
Data Environments. Effective management and exploitation of these models creates the
requirement for BIM retrieval systems. Thus far, the BIM industry has utilized generalpurpose, text-based search techniques that operate on BIM metadata. This paper highlights
the need for a domain-specific BIM search engine and reviews various approaches to address
the problem of BIM search. Three main approaches were identified as context-, geometry-,
and content-based BIM retrieval. For a comprehensive BIM retrieval system, all three
approaches need to be utilized. Literature about geometry- and content-based retrieval was
scarce, and about context-based retrieval was almost non-existent. Context-based retrieval is
a special approach that is relevant here due to the project-based and goal-oriented nature of
architectural design and needs support from stakeholders in the AECO industry.
Keywords ̶ Building Information Modelling (BIM), Information Retrieval, Machine Learning,
Information Seeking

I

Background

The number of BIM models created worldwide is
growing rapidly due to increases in BIM adoption in
recent years. With easy and economic availability of
cloud storage and with the rising popularity of cloud
computing, these models are increasingly being
stored in either private or public central repositories,
which in turn creates the requirement for BIM retrieval systems. Thus far, the BIM industry has
utilized general-purpose, keyword-based search
techniques for BIM search [1]. To develop high
performance Information Retrieval (IR) systems,
general-purpose IR approaches should be appropriately adapted for the BIM domain [1]. Domainspecific search engines are technically referred to as
‘vertical search engines’. They focus on one area of
knowledge which gives them some advantages
including: greater precision due to limited scope,
leveraging domain knowledge including taxonomies
and ontologies, and support for specific unique user
tasks [2].
Most publicly available BIM retrieval approaches
rely on metadata (e.g. keywords, tags, descriptions)
which in turn are dependent on annotation quality
and completeness [1]. Moreover, manual annotation
of BIM models is not practical for large databases
and may not capture the correct keywords to de-

scribe the models for the diverse types of user queries. Similar issues existed in metadata-based image
search (a.k.a. text / concept / description-based
image indexing / retrieval) which, in time, was
solved by Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
approaches [3]. The authors believe that the same
philosophy can be applied to improve BIM retrieval
quality by going beyond metadata and taking into
account data/contents stored in BIM models during
the indexing process (indexing is a process in information retrieval systems that includes collecting,
parsing, and storing data to facilitate fast and accurate information retrieval). There is some research
that considered this approach, however, most focused on BIM ‘products/objects’ rather than viewing building models as a whole/system [1], [4]. In
contrast, the goal of this research is to retrieve BIM
models based on e.g. site location (latitude, longitude, elevation), space functions, building envelop
shape and properties, aggregate quantities of elements, etc. In addition to content-based BIM retrieval, this research also tries to answer the question of
whether it is possible to retrieve BIM models based
on the context for which they were originally designed.
This paper aims 1) to demonstrate the industry-wide
need for a domain-specific BIM retrieval engine and
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2) to investigate various approaches to address the
problem of BIM search.

II

Why Do We Need BIM retrieval
system?

In the following, three major applications of BIM
retrieval systems are presented which we hope will
attract the attention of stakeholders to support the
growth of this research area.

Design Recycling
Building models designed for similar contexts and
requirements as those of the project at hand can
serve as a knowledge repository and a source of
inspiration and solution for current design problems
[5], [6]. This is especially the case in early stages of
design [7]. Design reuse is a topic that has been
discussed in several papers and textbooks. Reusing
design helps to find solutions quicker and avoid ‘reinventing the wheel’ which can save project resources and, in turn, project costs [8]. Here, we use
the term ‘design recycle’ to emphasise that the
process of reusing previous designs, in most cases, is
partially possible. The goal is not to copy previous
designs identically, but rather to seek inspirations, to
reuse design intentions, or to reuse a subsystem (of a
whole building system), etc.
One of the arguments for the possibility of design
recycling is based on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR).
The basic premise in CBR is that similar problems
have similar solutions. In CBR, a case consists of a
problem description and a solution description.
Aamodt and Plaza described the whole process
within the CBR cycle using the verbs retrieve, reuse,
revise and retain [9]. The approach of applying CBR
to design and architectural tasks is known as CaseBased Design (CBD) and has been extensively
researched both within and outside the domain of
Architecture [10]

Knowledge Management
Organizations have recognized that knowledge
constitutes a valuable intangible asset for creating
and sustaining competitive advantage [11]. Creation
of knowledge in great volumes and their storage as
information, in turn, creates the problem of ‘information overload’, which is increasingly recognized
and documented [12]. Knowledge management
systems and automated information retrieval systems
have been developed to address this issue.
Knowledge management (KM) is the process of
capturing, sharing, reusing and maintaining the
knowledge and information of an organization [13].
KM is a multidisciplinary approach to achieving
organizational objectives by making the best use of
accumulated knowledge [14].

The UK Department of the Environment (DOE) has
funded a feasibility study into the concept of a
knowledge base for the construction industry to
achieve multiple objectives. Of these, the objectives
relevant to this study are: 1) improving the quality
and efficiency of buildings and building projects by
sharing information on standards and best practice;
2) improving the efficiency of the construction
market by facilitating market communications; 3)
reducing the cost and improving the quality of building design by sharing design knowledge [15].
In one view, BIM models can be seen as knowledge
repositories as it takes experience, knowledge,
research and skills to create them [16]. This argument is strengthened with the widening scope of
BIM beyond design stage to address the information
needs in construction (e.g. 4D and 5D BIM) and
operations phase (e.g. more Ds [17]) [18]. Significantly, efforts have also been made to capture energy-related knowledge into BIM [19].
Research shows that engineers spend a great deal of
time in searching for information [20]–[22]. In doing
so, accessibility of information is one of the most
influential factors in choosing information sources
[23]–[27]. When BIM models produced in an organization are stored centrally and made accessible to
other members of the organization, they turn into
organizational assets and create a ‘corporate
memory’; and when these knowledge repositories
grow in size, searching for information efficiently
becomes an extremely critical function [28].

Kaizen (Continuous Improvement)
Nearly half-a-century ago, in her study of playgrounds, Lady Allen of Hurtwood wrote: "Why so
many expensive mistakes ... made over and over
again? One reason may be that there is no central
body whose job it is to collect experience and research throughout the world, digest it, and make it
readily available to architects and planners" [cited in
[29]]. A casual observer may think that this problem
has already been solved with today’s technology
since all the hardware ingredients to realize this idea
has been available for at least two decades. Yet, this
simple idea remains unrealized. Some have suggested to create a central repository for building models
and complement it with Post-Occupancy Evaluations
(POE) [30]. These central repositories do exist today
for BIM models as a result of BIM collaboration
cloud services offered by BIM collaboration software developers such as Autodesk Inc, Graphisoft
and Trimble Inc. However, POE studies are rare.
There are alternative methods for measuring the
quality of BIM models, e.g. certificates and energy
ratings [31], user feedback from Facility Management (FM) systems, data from emerging IoT systems, building data exhaust [32], expert user ratings,
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performance analysis results, etc. Once, successes
and failures of buildings from various aspects are
identified using the aforementioned methods, this
data can be associated with BIM, either embedded in
the model or as linked data. The next step is to
provide an information retrieval system based on the
quality of building projects so that the future designers can build on successes and avoid mistakes. In the
long run, this practice can contribute to the generation of architectural knowledge and speed up the
cycle of innovation.

III

Related Previous Work

Previous research on the issues core to the problem
of BIM search, such as context-based or contentbased retrieval over a large collection of BIM models, is limited. Some of the previous works utilize
natural language processing or other machine learning and information retrieval techniques to improve
querying and searching within a single BIM model
or across a collection of BIM ‘objects/products’
rather than over a collection of BIM ‘models’. Lin et
al. [33] have proposed a method for querying information from within a single BIM model using natural language to make BIM querying more userfriendly for non-experts. Other researchers worked
on improving information retrieval on BIM ‘objects’
by 1) enhancing semantic annotation of documents
[4]; and 2) enhancing the user query mechanism [1],
[34].
Regarding design reuse, information retrieval techniques have been used on (mostly CAD-based or
text-based) civil engineering documents [35]. A line
of research on design knowledge management conducted at the Project-Based Learning Lab at Stanford
University is of particular interest here. This line of
research was later continued at Loughborough University [36], [37]. These projects were based on
Schön’s reflective practitioner paradigm of design
[38]. First in line was a Semantic Modeling Engine
(SME) which is a framework that enables designers
to map objects from a shared CAD product model to
multiple semantic representations and to other
shared project knowledge [39]. Then, the ProMem
(Project Memory) system was developed which
complements SME by adding a time dimension
using a version control system [40]. ProMem captures the evolution of the project at three levels of
granularity identified by SME as emulating the
structure of project knowledge: project, discipline,
and component. In turn, ProMem was extended in
two ways to develop CoMem (Corporate Memory),
which aims at 1) grouping an accumulated set of
project memories/knowledge into a corporate
memory/knowledge, and 2) supporting the designer
in reusing design knowledge from this corporate
memory in new design projects [37]. The approach
used in CoMem for information retrieval was visual-

ization of an entire repository of design content.
Later, CoMem was upgraded to CoMem XML to
provide support for query-driven search in addition
to visual exploration and discovery [41]. In CoMem
XML, the focus was on information and documents
linked to buildings and building models, rather than
the knowledge embedded in the design and construction processes and the professionals performing
those processes.
Another interesting line of research was conducted
by a team at TU Munich that investigate the retrieval
of BIM models from a repository based on
topological relationships between spaces [7], [42].
The authors argued that such a retrieval system
could be used for finding design inspiration in early
design stages. It can be argued that this type of
retrieval system can also be beneficial for space
planning in later stages of design.

IV

Indexing Depth

Before going into the subject of ‘how’ to develop
and implement a BIM retrieval system, we first
discuss ‘what’ it is that need to be indexed. The
concept of ‘indexing depth’ is introduced at four
levels of 1) metadata, 2) data 3) information extraction, and 4) domain knowledge incorporation. To go
further in ‘depth’, more data processing is required;
however, this effort can pay off by improving information retrieval performance (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Four levels of indexing depth shown against
'data processing' and 'information retrieval performance'

Metadata
Metadata is “data that provides information about
other data” [43]. In the case of BIM models, metadata may refer to file title and description, owner of
BIM file, creation and modification dates, or any
other associated information that is provided for
document management purposes. BIM retrieval
systems use this data to index them and later on to
retrieve them by matching user queries against them.
Since metadata is poor in content that matters for
designers and engineers, BIM authors may be asked
to fill in description attributes for BIM files with
potentially useful information. This is, of course, not
a practical solution. Nevertheless, this is representative of the current state of BIM search in the industry; generic text-based search on BIM metadata.
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Data
Although, by definition, all data stored in Building
Information Models (BIM) is ‘information’, here,
the term ‘data’ is used to refer to the contents in BIM
models in raw form. To search on BIM data, only
selectors and filters would be used without complex
processing. Data in BIM models can be extracted
using BIM query languages and indexed for later
information retrieval needs. This data can be as
simple as ‘site location’, which exists as an explicit
attribute in most BIM formats, or it can be a little
more complex such as the total number of floors or
rooms. In either case, BIM query languages that
function similar to database query languages suffice
to extract this data. This has been done at BIM
‘object’ level to some extent in bimobject.com's
object search. [1], [4], [34] are some of the research
projects on improving BIM ‘object’ search.

Information Extraction
In this level, some processing is required to extract
information that is not readily retrievable using BIM
query languages; e.g. geometrical shape of the
building envelop or total surface area of the envelope. These examples may seem simple, however, at
least in the case of IFC BIM format, they can become tricky to achieve with good accuracy. The
underlying problem is that there is no built-in mechanism to validate the information entered by the
BIM author [44]. For example, a wall can be an
external wall yet it may have been flagged as internal. Over recent years, high-level BIM query languages have been emerging that can facilitate information extraction more reliably. For example,
QL4BIM can facilitate extraction of spatial information based on geometrical information rather than
semantic information [45].

Incorporating
Knowledge

Domain

Information

and

If the domain information and knowledge is incorporated properly, it can improve search performance
[34]. Incorporating domain knowledge for the purpose of information retrieval requires significant
inputs beyond the contents embedded in BIM models. In a hypothetical and likely-to-happen search
query scenario, a designer may seek BIM models
that are designed for similar climate profiles as the
climate profile of the project at hand to potentially
recycle previous designs or to get some inspiration.
The traditional way to achieve this would consist of
four steps: 1) extracting site location; 2) finding the
climate profile of the nearest weather station to the
site location; 3) finding all locations (weather stations) in the world that have similar climate profiles
to that of the project in question (which is not a
trivial problem); and 4) finding a BIM retrieval

system that can filter models based on multiple
locations. It is evident that while these steps are
doable, they are not practical for repeated use due to
their complexity and time-intensiveness. To abstract
away the intermediary steps, BIM retrieval engines
should have climate profile ‘information’ for various
locations in the world, and should have the
‘knowledge’ to calculate similarity between these
climate profiles. In other words, meteorological
information and knowledge from an architectural
engineering point of view should be incorporated
into the BIM retrieval engine. Similar examples
could be given for other design purposes, e.g. solar
radiance intensity and angles for lighting design, soil
properties for foundation engineering, seismic activities and wind speed for structural engineering, and
urban and cultural context for façade design. Incorporation of domain information and knowledge
related to architecture in a BIM retrieval engine may
be done simply with arithmetic calculations or it
may require complex machine learning algorithms
depending on the area of interest.

Linked External Data
The scope of the previously discussed four levels of
BIM retrieval was limited to the BIM models alone.
BIM models can also be linked to external data
whether systematically [19], [46], [47] or using
general-purpose document or knowledge management systems. Some have proposed using the Sematic Web/Linked Data platform as an alternative to IFC
to provide a ubiquitous machine-readable format
[48]. If associating BIM data to other data is done
properly, the process of indexing them for IR purposes would be possible in an automatic manner
(this would be the case if Linked Data was the BIM
platform since this platform is made to be machinereadable). For other formats like IFC, machine
learning techniques need to be utilized for extracting
information from associated documents [49]–[51].
These documents could be project goals and requirements/constraints (such as Employers and
Organizational Information Requirements as per the
PAS1192 suite of standards), engineering calculations that support design decisions, legal and regulatory documents, certificates and approvals, etc. In
recent years, COBie is gaining traction in the AECO
industry as a standard for delivery of facility management information. If COBie data is associated
with (or embedded in) BIM models, it can be used
for indexing and retrieval of BIM models.
As discussed earlier, one of the purposes of BIM
search is to enable continuous improvement by
building on best practice. To identify best practice, a
means to judge the quality of design is needed. One
approach is to source this information from BIM
model-associated documents such as instrument
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measurements and user feedback gathered via POE
studies, simulation results, or building certifications.
Search users can exploit such data to judge the
quality of BIM models by filtering or prioritizing
models meeting minimum performance criteria.
Figure 2 illustrates a comprehensive design-oriented
BIM search based on combined BIM and POE data.

Figure 2: The proposed design-oriented BIM search and
discovery based on BIM and POE data repository

V

Approaches to BIM Search

To give structure to this paper as well as the wider
BIM search project being carried out by the authors,
the natural evolutionary design process was considered in categorizing and prioritizing the problem
areas.
In the conceptual design stage, before creation of
any models, requirements and constraints (such as
functions, site location and climatic parameters,
budget limits, regulations [52]) that the designer
needs to meet are at their minimum and the nature of
these constraints are mostly contextual to the building itself. The purpose of BIM search at this stage
may be for finding inspiration rather than solutions.
At this point, the designer needs to formulate the
queries based on these contextual constraints. We
call this context-based BIM retrieval. After the
creation of a conceptual model, approximate geometrical boundaries (e.g. envelope shape, space
adjacency and accessibility relationship as discussed
by [53], etc.) of the building are determined. From
this point on, the designer may need to add this
approximate geometry to the pool of contextual
constraints during search operation. We call this
geometry-based BIM retrieval. In the design development stage, as the design progresses, more details
of building elements are determined such as façade
system, materials, and HVAC systems. At this stage,
it may be necessary to add constraints to the search
query based on these partially-determined design
details. We denote this as content-based BIM retrieval.
In a search operation instance, one or any combination of these three types of search (context-, geometry- and context-based retrieval) may be used depending on the specificities of the design problem at
hand.

Context-Based BIM Retrieval
Research shows that engineers working with BIM
models place particular importance on understanding
of retrieved content before using it or applying it,
and that exploration of context is essential for this
understanding [41]. This is logical because buildings
are designed ‘for’ satisfying the contextual constraints of projects [52]. Hence, if a BIM retrieval
engine can utilize ‘contextual information’ in indexing BIM models, it would allow designers and
engineers to perform searches based on high-level
project goals/intentions and constraints rather than
merely matching the low-level non-intentional
contents stored in BIM models against nonintentional user queries (refer to [54] for further
clarity on terminology). To the best of our
knowledge, there is only a limited amount of research on the subject of context-based retrieval in
other domains and even less so on BIM search. In
Web search, Strohmaier et al. argue that due to the
lack of explicit intentional structures and representations on the Web, search engines cannot associate
users’ goals with the Web contents [54]. This incurs
a cognitive load on users to translate their high-level
goals into the non-intentional structure of the Web in
the forms of specific search queries, tag concepts,
classification terms or ontological vocabulary. For
product search, some websites provide goal-oriented
exploration of their catalogs e.g. when shopping for
a laptop, it is possible to search based on application
of the laptop (gaming, design, office, etc.) which
frees the users from figuring out what laptop specifications (processing power, memory, display quality,
etc.) would satisfy their computing needs. Similar to
the Web, BIM models do not capture goals, intentions or constraints for which the building is designed, although, there has been some efforts at
research level to extend BIM to include contextual
‘information’ for design automation and reuse purposes [55]. Until such efforts find their way into
practice, alternative solutions need to be sought. One
solution is extracting contextual information from
associated project documents (see “Linked External
Data” subsection above). The disadvantages of this
solution are that 1) it relies on additional project
documents which may not always be available; and
2) it is error prone and would require manual supervision to achieve acceptable accuracy. The second
solution is following the same path that the designer/engineer may have taken throughout the design
process. This can be done automatically in some
cases. For an example structural design project,
given a project site location, wind speed or precipitation, information can be found from national or
worldwide databases (domain information). In turn,
BIM models in the repository can be indexed according to this contextual domain information using
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simple or sophisticated algorithms depending on the
complexity of the information.
We identified the main contextual constraints of
building projects as described in Table 1. Some of
the items in the table can only be obtained from
associated project documents (e.g. most items in the
project category), some others can be found from
national or worldwide databases (e.g. items in the
climate category), and some others can be inferred
from other known parameters (e.g. mandatory
standards are defined by the state, which can be
determined from site location).

Geometry-Based BIM Retrieval
Although geometry is part of the BIM content, it is
categorized separately, because, the visual aspect of
geometry sets it apart from text-based search from
several aspects including query modality, result
visualization, indexing, similarity assessment, implementation technologies, and distinctness.
Table 1: Main subcategories of context-based retrieval

Category

Items

Site
























Urban

Climate

Project

Market
Regulations

Shape
Orientation
Ground Properties
Latitude (GIS)
Fabric
Social
Utilities
Amenities
Temperature
Humidity
Wind speed
Precipitation
Sky conditions
Users
Functions & Activities
Budget
Time
Sustainability
Material
Construction Technology
Mandatory Standards
Optional Certificates

Geometry is one of the most important design factors in building design projects, especially the envelop geometry, which often times is constrained by the
dimensions of the designated construction site.
Envelop geometry has critical impacts on the performance of most of the building systems such as
lighting, HVAC, structural and architectural systems.
In a needs analysis study for BIM component retrieval within a single model, Demian et al. found

that users need the ability to search and visualize the
results in both textual and graphical mode as well as
the relationship between components (a.k.a. topology) [56]. Based on this, they developed two prototype BIM ‘object’ retrieval system; one based on
pure geometry and another based on the combination
of geometry and topology. User evaluations showed
that the former outperformed the latter in all the ten
questions answered by the users mostly due to the
inconvenience caused by the added complexity of
topology-based retrieval. Langenhan et al. proposed
a new concept, namely, semantic fingerprint to
capture the topological relationships between spaces
in terms of adjacency and accessibility [57]. Later,
they built on this concept by modeling this topological fingerprint as a graph and developed a graphbased BIM retrieval system [7], [42].
Although, geometry-based retrieval has challenging
aspects due to its non-textual modality, it has positive sides as well. Firstly, due to its importance,
geometrical data in BIM models are more reliable
than semantic contents [53]. Secondly, sufficient
research and tools for geometry-based retrieval are
available for use and this can speed up the development of a BIM retrieval engine [53], [58]. Table 2
shows various subcategories of geometry-based
retrieval along with references to notable research. It
is worth mentioning that well-developed commercial
pure 3D (i.e. excluding topology) search engines
already exist in the market (e.g. yobi3d.com).
Table 2: Main subcategories of geometry-based retrieval

Categories

Items

Graphical search
(shape, dimensions
& orientation)
Topological search
(space composition)
[7], [42], [53]
Combined graphical
and topological [56]

 2D [59]
 3D [58]





Space set
Space adjacency
Space accessibility
Taking into account all
the above items

Content-Based BIM Retrieval
Content-based BIM retrieval has been researched
and commercialized for other types of media including both non-structured media such as text, images,
and music, and for structured media such as product
data that is stored in databases. BIM ‘objects’ can
also be searched using product/database search
technologies because they usually have simple data
structures. Bimobject.com is an example of a commercial BIM object search engine, which utilizes
contents of BIM objects to some extent. However,
the same technologies cannot be easily adapted for
retrieval of BIM models because BIM models are
usually made up of systems of complex composi-
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tions of simpler BIM objects that are associated with
high-levels (design) concepts. We speculate that
designers would mostly be interested in querying
BIM models based on these high-level concepts
rather than low-level raw data stored in BIM models.
This requires interpreting and understanding complex compositions of BIM objects by the search
engine. For example, window-to-wall ratio, a rather
high-level concept, is kept low for designing passive
houses in cold climates. To index models based on
this characteristic, one needs to 1) extract the windows and walls of the building model envelop; 2)
extract the area of these windows and walls; 3)
calculate the ratio; and 4) index the model according
to this ratio.
Content-based retrieval can be seen at three levels of
granularity as objects, systems, and building levels.
At object and system levels, users can search for
building models that ‘contain’ objects or systems
with specific properties, while at building level, it is
the building itself as a whole that should meet search
criteria defined by the user. Table 3 shows subcategories of content-based retrieval at systems and
building level, which are partially based on the PhD
work of Ajla Aksamija (refer to Appendix A of her
PhD dissertation for further details [55]).

VI

Discussions

The current state of BIM search in the industry is as
primitive as the first days of image search, which
was based on surrounding metadata such as file title
and textual context around the image [60]. From a
data model viewpoint, BIM data has a clear advantage over image data; BIM data is machinereadable, structured data while image data is unstructured data that can be understood by machines
only after processing with advanced machine learning algorithms. Yet, the image search community has
overcome this challenge to a great degree and today
one can enjoy Content-Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) as seen in the likes of Google and Bing.
BIM search has not received enough attention from
researchers let alone from software developers. The
reasons might be that 1) BIM is still not in widespread use and 2) BIM is a relatively niche market;
the number of BIM models and users is just a fraction of the number of images and their users. With
the increase in the adoption of BIM and the awareness regarding the benefits and applications of BIM
search, these barriers will be reduced to some extent.
Similar to the stock photography industry, which is
becoming more effective with advancements in
CBIR, it is possible to build a stock BIM ecosystem.
An effective BIM retrieval system (especially one
equipped with context-based BIM retrieval) would
play a critical role in realizing such an enterprise.

Table 3: Main subcategories of content-based retrieval at
systems and building levels

Categories

Items

Envelope energy efficiency
(e.g. dimensions & form,
material, thermal properties)









HVAC systems








Lighting systems







Structural systems






Building








Window-to-wall ratio
Window (glazing & frame)
Exterior wall
Roof
Bottom floor/slab
Facade
Heating & cooling source
(district, heat pump, fuel, el.,
etc.)
HVAC equipment efficiency
Air leak
Occupancy control (IoT)
Operating schedule (typical
hours of use by occupants)
Lighting efficiency (internal
heat gains and power consumption)
Heat from equipment
Overall heating and cooling
quality and performance
Daylighting Efficiency
Occupancy control (IoT)
Operating schedule (typical
hours of use by occupants)
Shading System
Overall performance and
quality
Material (steel, concrete,
wood, mixed, etc.)
Structural systems (frame,
truss, etc.)
(Min, max, mean) span
Foundation properties (material, type, etc.)
Performance (standards and
certificates)
Aesthetics and architectural
style
Vertical Transportation
Accessibility for special
needs
Fire safety standard
Electricity source (renewable, grid, mixed, etc)

This paper categorized approaches to BIM search in
terms of context, geometry, and content, and in turn
subdivided each into subcategories. These subcategories are not comprehensive in either breadth or in
depth. Breadth-wise, plumbing, electrical, security,
acoustics, etc are not taken into account. Depth-wise,
it is possible to further subdivide some of these
subcategories. For example, a ‘roof system’ can be
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subdivided into: material, structural system (truss,
frame, arch, etc.), load bearing capacity, etc. Such
details will be elaborated upon during the actual
implementation of a BIM retrieval engine in a later
stage of the research.
BIM retrieval based on geometry and content has
recognizable parallels in other domains such as
content-based image retrieval. However, we believe
that the nature of architectural design (high volume
of projects with each to achieve certain goals while
satisfying a set of constraints) presents a unique
opportunity for retrieval of BIM models based on a
comparison with the context for which the building
models were originally designed. Context-based
retrieval could also be utilized together with clients
in the project planning phase, in order to explore
ideas and possibilities.
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The aim of this research was to review the current
state of BIM search and to investigate various approaches therein. We first highlighted the need for
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improvement of architectural design practices, as
well as its key role for a successful BIM-based
knowledge management system and stock BIM
ecosystem. The concept of ‘indexing depth’ was also
introduced in four levels to clarify ‘what’ is being
indexed by the information retrieval engine. These
levels included metadata, data, extracted information, and incorporated domain information and
knowledge. Finally, BIM search was categorized in
terms of context, geometry, and content, and their
different subcategories were elaborated. To have an
intelligent and comprehensive BIM retrieval engine,
all of these approaches need to be covered. Geometry-based retrieval (especially topological aspects) is
researched more than the other two approaches.
Research about context-based BIM retrieval is
almost non-existent, perhaps because such an approach is not well-researched in other domains.
Context-based retrieval is most relevant in the domain of Architecture because of its unique projectbased and goal-oriented nature. Therefore, it is the
duty of the researchers in AECO community to
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